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Abstract: Thin stamped bipolar plates (BPPs) are viewed as promising alternatives to traditional
graphite BPPs in proton exchange membrane fuel cells. Metallic BPPs provide good thermal/electrical
conductivity and exhibit high mechanical strength, to support the loads within the stack. However,
BPPs manufactured by stamping processes are prone to defects. In this study, the effect of the tool’s
geometry on the thin sheet formability is investigated through finite element simulation. Despite the
broad variety of flow field designs, most of BPPs comprise two representative zones. Hence, in order
to reduce the computational cost, the finite element analysis is restricted to these two zones, where
the deformation induced by the stamping tools is investigated. The channel/rib width, the punch/die
fillet radii, and the channel depth are the parameters studied. The analysis is conducted for a stainless
steel SS304 with a thickness of 0.15 mm. The results show that the maximum value of thinning occurs
always in the U-bend channel section, specifically in the fillet radius of the die closest to the axis
of revolution.
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1. Introduction
In the last years, fuel cell technology has received increasing attention due to the growing concerns
about the depletion of fossil fuels and climate changes [1]. The proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel
cells emerged as one promising candidate to replace internal combustion engines in the automotive
industry, producing electricity from the electrochemical reaction between hydrogen and oxygen [2].
They are characterised by: (i) low operation temperatures (<100 ◦C); (ii) quick start-up; (iii) high power
density; (iv) high efficiency; and (v) low greenhouse gas emissions [3]. The main drawbacks of the
fuel cells are the high manufacturing cost and the low durability, which prevent their widespread
commercialization [4]. For transportation applications, the 2015 US Department of Energy (DOE)
targets for the fuel cell cost and lifetime are $30/kW and 5000 h, respectively, which are in line with
the automotive internal combustion engine systems [5]. The key components of a PEM fuel cell are
the bipolar plates (BPPs) and the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). The last comprises the PEM,
the gas diffusion layer (GDL), and a catalyst layer, as presented schematically in Figure 1.
The BPPs are key elements of a PEM fuel cell, comprising about 60–80% of the stack weight and
up to 30–50% of the stack manufacturing cost [6]. They are multifunctional components responsible
for: (i) supplying a uniform distribution of the reactant gases (H2 and O2) over the electrodes via flow
channels; (ii) removing the heat and reaction products (water) from the cell assembly; (iii) connecting
electrically the cathode of one cell to the anode of the adjacent cell (that is why they are called BPPs);
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and (iv) providing structural support for the thin and mechanically weak MEA. Therefore, an ideal
material for BPPs should comprise the following properties: high electrical conductivity, low gas
permeability, high corrosion resistance in acidic environments, high mechanical strength, and low
cost [7]. The earlier BPPs were fabricated from high-density graphite, which is chemically stable
(excellent corrosion resistance) and possesses high thermal/electrical conductivity [8]. Nevertheless,
the graphite plates are brittle, exhibit low mechanical strength, and present high manufacturing
cost, resulting from the need to mill the flow field channels [3]. Accordingly, several studies have
been performed in order to develop more suitable and cost-effective materials for the fabrication of
BPPs, such as metals and composites [9]. Further, the adoption of metallic materials allows for the
application of other manufacturing techniques, including stamping [10], hydroforming [11], rubber pad
forming [12], micro-electrical discharge machining (µEDM) [13], electrochemical micro-machining [14],
and vacuum die casting [15].
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Among the metals candidates for BPPs, stainless steels, Ni-based alloys, Ti-based alloys, and Al-
based alloys have been considered for PEM fuel cells [6]. The stainless steel is presently a consensual 
material for BPPs, due to its relatively high strength, high chemical stability, high electrical 
conductivity, low gas permeability, and much lower manufacturing cost in comparison with graphite 
[7]. The main drawbacks of metals are the high density and the weak corrosion resistance [16]. 
Regarding the high density, it can be alleviated by using ultra-thin sheets (51 μm of thickness) [17], 
which requires the adopting of different forming methods to produce the BPPs [18]. The corrosion of 
the BPPs leads to a release of metal ions, which contaminate the PEM [19,20]. In addition, a passive 
film of oxides is generated on the BPP surface during the fuel cell operation, which increases the 
interfacial contact resistance between the BPPs and the GDL [21]. Both previously mentioned 
conditions significantly reduce the stack performance and lifetime [22]. Thus, several studies have 
been carried out in the last years to improve the corrosion resistance (eliminate the passive film) using 
coatings [23]. Some corrosion-resistant-treated metal BPPs show a 12% saving in hydrogen 
consumption and higher efficiency in relation to graphite [24]. 
The metallic BPPs manufactured by forming processes received raised interest in the last years, 
namely the stainless steels, since they are promising candidates to replace the graphite at low cost for 
massive production of fuel cells [7]. However, different forming defects can occur in the forming of 
ultra-thin BPPs, such as springback, wrinkles, thinning, and fracture [10]. Accordingly, several 
strategies have been proposed to improve the formability and reduce the forming defects. In order to 
obtain deeper channels on the BPPs, dynamic loads (sine and square waves) are applied in the 
stamping process of the 0.1 mm-thick austenitic stainless steel SS304 [25]. The forming depth of the 
BPP increases up to 10%, in comparison with the static load, when the number of cycles is over five. 
On the other hand, Park et al. [26] explored the use of solution heat treatment to improve the 
formability of two stainless steels (SS304 and SS316). Since the ductility increases after applying the 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell composed by the bipolar
plates (BPPs) and the membrane electrode assembly (not to scale).
Among the metals candidates for BPPs, stainless steels, Ni-based alloys, Ti-based alloys, and Al-based
alloys have been considered for PEM fuel cells [6]. The stainless steel is presently a consensual material
for BPPs, due to its relatively high strength, high chemical stability, high electrical conductivity, low gas
permeability, and much lower manufacturing cost in comparison with graphite [7]. The main drawbacks
of metals are the high density and the weak corrosion resistance [16]. Regarding the high density, it can
be alleviated by using ultra-thin sheets (51 µm of thickness) [17], which requires the adopting of different
forming methods to produce the BPPs [18]. The corrosion of the BPPs leads to a release of metal ions,
which contaminate the PEM [19,20]. In addition, a passive film of oxides is generated on the BPP surface
during the fuel cell operation, which increases the interfacial contact resistance between the BPPs and
the GDL [21]. Both previously mentioned conditions significantly reduce the stack performance and
lifetime [22]. Thus, several studies have been carried out in the last years to improve the corrosion
resistance (eliminate the passive film) using coatings [23]. Some corrosion-resistant-treated metal BPPs
show a 12% saving in hydrogen consumption and higher efficiency in relation to graphite [24].
The metallic BPPs manufactured by forming processes received raised interest in the last years,
namely the stainless steels, since they are promising candidates to replace the graphite at low cost
for massive production of fuel cells [7]. However, different forming defects can occur in the forming
of ultra-thin BPPs, such as springback, wrinkles, thinning, and fracture [10]. Accordingly, several
strategies have been proposed to improve the formability and reduce the forming defects. In order
to obtain deeper channels on the BPPs, dynamic loads (sine and square waves) are applied in the
stamping process of the 0.1 mm-thick austenitic stainless steel SS304 [25]. The forming depth of
the BPP increases up to 10%, in comparison with the static load, when the number of cycles is over
five. On the other hand, Park et al. [26] explored the use of solution heat treatment to improve the
formability of two stainless steels (SS304 and SS316). Since the ductility increases after applying the
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heat treatment, the channel depth achieved in the stamping process doubles for the heat-treated sheet.
Recently, Bong et al. [27] proposed the adoption of a multi-stage forming approach to improve the
formability of ultra-thin ferritic stainless steel.
Since the flow field configuration of BPPs is usually defined by a channel pattern (see Section 2),
most of the numerical studies of the stamping process reported in the literature consider plane strain
conditions and they are restricted to the analysis of a single channel. Nevertheless, the accurate modelling
of the forming conditions requires the study of different regions, which comprise distinct strain paths.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to assess the formability of BPPs manufactured by stamping,
considering two representative zones of the BPPs (straight and the U-bend channel sections), which are
analysed in detail using finite element simulation. The developed numerical model aims to provide a
reference for optimizing stamping process of BPPs. Section 2 contains a brief presentation of the flow
field configurations currently used in PEM fuel cells, in order to highlight their common geometrical
features. The proposed finite element model adopted in the analysis of the stamping process is presented
in Section 3, namely the model adopted to describe the mechanical behaviour of the stainless steel
and the process conditions. Section 4 comprises the results for the straight channel section, where the
effect of the cross-section geometry on the deformation is analysed considering plane strain conditions.
The results regarding the U-bend channel section are presented in Section 5, highlighting the influence of
tools geometry on the formability of stamped BPPs, as well as the importance of the adopted boundary
conditions. The main conclusions of this study are discussed in Section 6.
2. Flow Field Configurations
The main functions of the flow field in a BPP is to distribute evenly the reactant gases (H2 and O2)
over the respective GDL and remove the water produced during the reaction. Since the performance
of the PEM fuel cell is strongly affected by the flow field design, several numerical models have been
developed to analyse the coupled transport process and electrochemical reaction in PEM fuel cells [28].
Typically, the flow field configurations can be divided into five types: parallel, interdigitated, pin-type,
spiral, and serpentine, which are schematically illustrated in Figure 2. The serpentine flow field, either
containing single (Figure 2e) or multiple channels (Figure 2f), is the most commonly used design in
commercial fuel cells [29]. The effect of the gas flow fields design on the fuel cell performance was
investigated experimentally by Dhahad et al. [30]. On the other hand, the modelling of an optimum flow
field design was presented by Kahraman and Orhan [31], including a parametric study with respect to
different design and performance parameters in a flow field plate. In addition to the conventional flow
field patterns, some nature-inspired flow field designs have been studied recently [32]. The results
show that the bio-inspired interdigitated designs improve the fuel cell performance by about 20–25%,
in comparison with the conventional designs [33]. However, the manufacturing complexity leads to
significant costs because typically these BPPs are made from graphite composite and produced by a
selective laser sintering process.
In addition to the gas flow field configuration, several studies have been carried out to optimise
the channel geometries (dimensions and shape) in order to achieve better fuel cell’s performance [34].
Since originally the channels of the BPPs were milled on graphite plates, most of the studies are focused
on the rectangular channel geometry [35]. The influence of the channel cross-section aspect ratio
(height/width) on the performance of a PEM fuel cell was numerically investigated by Manso et al. [36].
They concluded that fuel cell models with high channel cross-section aspect ratios present better
performance, due to the increasing mass transport. On the other hand, the effect of the channel/rib width
ratio on PEM fuel cell performance was assessed by Shimpalee and Van Zee [34], using computational
fluid dynamics simulation. The results show that for automotive applications the performance is
higher for a wider channel with narrower rib spacing, indicating that the heat removal from the MEA
is less important than the water management.
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I ee , it is difficult to obtain two continuous channels on both sides of a single BPP to provide reactant
and cooling flow field, respectively [37]. Thus, typically the reactant flow cha nel is continuous,
with exception to the interdigitated channel (Figure 2b). Moreover, the cross-section of the flow
c annels in BPPs manufactured by a stamping process is shaped like a tra ezoidal with fillets. Hence,
Xu et al. [38] recently established a model to calculate the influence of the tapered channel geometry
on the pipe resistance and flow distributio .
3. Finite Element Model
In order to analyse the stamping process used to manufacture metallic BPPs, the influence of
the tools geometry on the formability was assessed using finite element simulation. The numerical
simulations of the stamping process were carried out with the in-house static implicit finite element
code DD3IMP [39], specifically developed to simulate sheet metal forming processes [40,41]. Its main
characteristic is the use of a fully implicit algorithm of Newton–Raphson type to solve, within a single
iterative loop, the non-linearities related with the frictional contact problem and the elastoplastic
behaviour of the deformable body. All simulations were performed on a computer machine equipped
with an Intel® Core™ i7-4770K Quad-Core processor (3.5 GHz frequency) and the Windows® 10 (64-bit
platform) operating system.
3.1. Material Properties
The metal sheet considered in this study is of austenitic stainless steel SS304 with a thickness
of 0.15 mm, which is commonly used in the sheet metal forming of BPPs [25]. The mechanical
behaviour of this ultra-thin sheet of stainless steel was experimentally evaluated by Pham et al. [42].
The stress–strain curve recorded in the experimental uniaxial tensile test (initial strain rate of 10−3
s−1) is used in the present study to define the material parameters in the numerical model. Hence,
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the elastic behaviour of the stainless steel is considered isotropic and constant, which is described by
the Hooke’s law with an Young’s modulus of 206.2 GPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.30 [42]. Regarding the
plastic response, the work hardening behaviour is described by the phenomenological Swift hardening
law, where the flow stress, Y, is given by:
Y = K(ε0 + ε
p)
n with ε0 =
(Y0
K
)1/n
, (1)
where εp denotes the equivalent plastic strain, while K, ε0, and n are the material parameters.
The parameters of the Swift hardening law were identified using the stress–strain curve of the
experimental tensile test, presented in Figure 3. The identification procedure is based on the minimization
of a cost function, which evaluates the difference between numerical and experimental stress values,
using least squares estimation. The obtained material parameters for the isotropic hardening law are
listed in Table 1, which are identical to the ones adopted in the numerical model used by Hu et al. [10].
The comparison between the experimental and numerical stress–strain curves is presented in Figure 3,
highlighting the accurate description of the work hardening behaviour by the Swift law.
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(displacement control). Typically, the forming tools are assumed rigid in the numerical simulation,
while the deformation of the metallic sheet is described by an elastoplastic material model (strain
rate-insensitive), as described in the previous section. Hence, in the present study, the tools surface is
discretized with Nagata patches [45,46]. The blank sheet is discretized with linear hexahedral finite
elements using a selective reduced integration technique [47] to avoid volumetric locking. In order to
accurately capture the through-thickness gradients (stress and strain), all simulations use six finite
elements in the thickness direction. Despite the large computation time associated with the solid finite
elements, they are required for accurate predictions when the ratio between the tool fillet radius and
the sheet thickness is lower than five [48]. The friction between the blank and the forming tools is
modelled through the classical Coulomb’s law. The value of the constant friction coefficient adopted in
the finite element model is selected as µ = 0.1, which is within the range of values commonly used in
the numerical simulation of BPPs stamping [10,27].
Due to the large geometric complexity of the ultra-thin BPPs (see the example shown in Figure 4 [49]),
the finite element simulation of the stamping process is commonly carried out under plane strain
conditions, i.e., simplified two-dimensional (2D) finite element models are used to study locally a few
numbers of channels [50]. In fact, the number of finite elements required to describe accurately the entire
BPP is very high, since the minimum fillet radius of the channel is considerably smaller in comparison
with the BPP size. Therefore, in the present work, specific areas of the BPP are studied by finite element
simulation, namely the straight and the U-bend channel sections indicated in Figure 4. Despite the
variety of flow field configurations (see Figure 2), these two channel sections are usually present in the
BPPs, allowing evaluating different deformation mechanisms existent in the BPPs stamping process.
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die (see Figure 5b). For a predefined channel height, the angle between the walls of the channel (draft 
angle θ) is directly related to the ratio between the channel width w1 and the dimension w2, as shown 
in Figure 5. Since the die position is fixed in the numerical model, the channel depth is simply dictated 
by the prescribed vertical displacement of the punch. 
Figure 4. Example of a bipolar plate manufactured by forming, indicating both the straight and the
U-bend channel sections: a BPP with an interdigitated flow field for reactant gases and a serpentine
flow field for the coolant fluid on the opposite side [49].
4. Straight Channel Section
Since the main region of a flow channel is straight (see Figure 4), the effect of the cross-section
geometry on the deformation is numerically analysed using plane strain conditions. The geometry
of the trapezoidal channel obtained by sheet metal forming (see Figure 5a) is usually defined by five
key parameters: (i) channel depth (h); (ii) channel width (w1); (iii) rib width (s); (iv) draft angle (θ);
and (v) fillet radii (r and R). These dimensions are dictated mainly by the geometry of the forming tools
(punch and die) and the stamping process conditions. Hence, the influence of the tool dimensions (see
Figure 5a) on the formability of stamped BPPs was assessed in the present study through the thinning
and the equivalent plastic strain predicted by numerical simulation. The fillets in the trapezoidal shape
of the channel cross-section are defined by the fillet radius of the punch and die (see Figure 5b). For a
predefined channel height, the angle between the walls of the channel (draft angle θ) is directly related
to the ratio between the channel width w1 and the dimension w2, as shown in Figure 5. Since the die
position is fixed in the numerical model, the channel depth is simply dictated by the prescribed vertical
displacement of the punch.
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They show that for a BPP with 26 parallel channels, the height of each one varies according to its
position, presenting variation of about 25% (higher values of c annel height closer to the blank edges).
Therefore, in ord r to quantify the influence of the adopted boundary conditions on the numerical results,
a stamped BPP composed by 25 parallel hannels is analysed under plane strain con itions. Due to
symmetry conditions, only half BPP width is simulated (see Figure 6), which is discretized with 3000 × 6
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and a blank-holder is added to allow clamping the blank during the forming, as shown in Figure 6a.
The dimensions of the forming tools (punch and die) are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Reference values for the main dimensions of the forming tools (punch and die) adopted in the
analysis of the straight channel section.
w1 w2 S r R d = (w2 + s)/2
1.2 m 2.2 m 1.2 mm 0.3 mm 0.3 1.7 mm
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The predicted final geometry of the BPP is presented in Figure 6b assuming a channel depth of
h = 1.0 mm (punch displacement), highlighting the trapezoidal shape of the channel cross-section in
stamped BPPs. In order to cover a wide range of experimental clamping conditions, applied during
the stamping process, three distinct boundary conditions are adopted in the numerical model. They
are defined by: (i) an unconstrained free edge of the flange with the blank-holder placed over the
flange with a fixed gap (initial thickness of the blank); (ii) an unconstrained free edge of the flange and
application of a constant force on the blank-holder (initial contact pressure of 10 MPa); (iii) a free edge
of the flange constrained in the x-direction with the blank-holder placed over the flange with a fixed
gap (initial thickness of the blank). They are denoted by an unconstrained free edge, a fixed free edge,
and a clamped flange, respectively.
The predicted cross-section geometry of the two channels closest to the flange is presented in
Figure 7, comparing the three boundary conditions applied to the flange. The shape of channel #1
(see Figure 6) is strongly affected by the boundary conditions adopted, as highlighted in Figure 7.
Since the flange is completely free to slide (≈2.29 mm length) when the free edge is unconstrained
while the blank-holder presents a fixed gap, the bottom of channel #1 is curved, while the fillet
radii of the trapezoidal shape are larger. This induces differences in the height of the channels and
consequent dimensional errors of the metallic BPP, which creates variations in the GDL assembly
pressure distribution [52]. On the other hand, when the free edge of the flange is fixed in the x-direction,
the geometry of all channels is identical, as shown in Figure 7. The application of a constant blank-holder
force on the flange allows for a controlled sliding of the flange (≈1.16 mm length), providing a channel
shape sited between the other two conditions.
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Figure 7. Cross-section of the BPP (2 channels closest to the flange) using three different boundary
conditions in the flange region and considering plane strain conditions.
The predicted thickness distribution on the BPP along the x-direction is presented in Figure 8,
comparing the three different boundary conditions applied on the flange. The effect of the boundary
conditions on the final thickness is negligible in the central region of the BPP, i.e., the three finite
element models provide identical results for the channels away from the boundary. On the other hand,
the predicted thickness distribution of the channels adjacent to the flange is strongly influenced by
the boundary conditions adopted, as shown in Figure 8. The thinning is lower in this region of the
BPP due to the sliding of the flange, particularly when the free edge of the flange is unconstrained.
In contrast, the minimum value of thickness arises in the central region of the BPP, specifically in the
fillet radii of the flow channels.
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Since both the cross-section geometry of the flow channels (Figure 7) and the thickness distribution
(Figure 8) present cyclic symmetry along the BPP width direction, particularly for channels away from
the border, most of the studies are focused on a single channel [50]. Moreover, the maximum value of
thinning occurs in the central region of the BPP, which dictates the formability analysis of the stamping
process. Therefore, the analysis of a single channel is representative of the deformation occurring in
the straight channel section of the BBPs. Hence, the sensitivity analysis carried out in the present
study considers only a single channel in the finite element model, allowing reducing significantly the
computational cost.
4.2. Single Channel
Due to symmetry conditions, only half-channel width is simulated under plane strain conditions,
as shown in Figure 9. The displacement of the nodes located at the mid-width of the channel/rib is
constrained in the x-direction, providing the cyclic symmetry conditions observed in the thickness
distribution (Figure 8). Since the symmetry conditions are applied in both extremities of the channel,
only the punch and the die are required in the numerical simulation (see Figure 9). Regardless of
the tool dimensions tested during the sensitivity analysis, the half-distance between two consecutive
channels d = 1.7 mm is fixed in all simulations (see Figure 5). The blank is discretized with 100 × 6 =
600 finite elements.
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i r 9. Finite lement model of the stamping process (half-channel) assuming plane strain conditions:
(a) initial configuration; (b) final configuration.
The reference values for the di ensions of the for ing tools (punch and die) are presented in
Table 2. The die is fixed, hile the punch presents a prescribed displace ent in the vertical direction,
providing a axi u channel depth of h = 1.0 (see Figure 5b). In order to study the influence of
the tools geo etry on the for ability, the channel/rib idth, the punch/die radius, and the channel
depth are selected as variable para eters in the present nu erical odel.
Effect of Tool Dimensions
The channel/rib width is dictated by the punch/die width (assumed identical: w1 = s), while the
fillet radius of the trapezoidal shape of the channel is defined by the fillet radius of the punch/die
(assumed identical: r = R), as shown in Figure 5. The predicted geometry of the channel cross-section
is presented in Figure 10, comparing three values of punch/die width, namely w1 = s = 1.0 mm,
w1 = s = 1.2 mm, and w1 = s = 1.4 mm, and three values of punch/die fillet radius, namely r = R = 0.2
mm, r = R = 0.3 mm, and r = R = 0.4 mm. The maximum value of plastic strain (fillet zones) increases
when the channel/rib width rises and when the fillet radius of the punch/die decreases. Both conditions
lead to a decrease of the draft angle, as shown in Figure 10. The maximum value of equivalent plastic
strain increases by approximately 40% from the narrow to the broad channel and increases by about
50% from the largest to the lower fillet radius.
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Figure 10. Equivalent plastic strain distribution plotted on the defor ed configuration of the channel
for three values of channel/rib idth (left side) and for three values of punch/die fillet radius (right
side) and h = 1.0 mm.
The predicted thickness distribution is presented in Figure 11 (half-channel), for the three different
values of channel/rib width and the three values of punch/die fillet radius (h = 1.0 mm). The thickness is
roughly constant in the wall, presenting a value slightly lower than the one measured in the rib/bottom
of the channel. The minimum value of thickness occurs in the fillet zones of the flow channel, which is
in agreement with the equivalent plastic strain distribution shown in Figure 10. Using the lower
fillet radius, the minimum thickness is approximately 0.092 mm, while the adoption of the highest
fillet radius leads to a minimum thickness of about 0.114 mm. Increasing the channel/rib width leads
to a reduction of the minimum thickness, as shown in Figure 11. The comparison of the thickness
distribution presented in Figure 11 with the thickness distribution in a BPP composed by 25 parallel
channels (Figure 8) shows that the boundary conditions adopted in the single channel model allow
representing accurately the process conditions.
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Figure 1 . Thickness distribution i half-channel for three values of channel/rib width an ree values
of p nch/die fillet radius (h = 1.0 mm).
The evolution of the maximum thinning in the channel is presented in Figure 12 for the three
different values of channel/rib width and the three values of punch/die fillet radius. The increase of the
maximum thinning is approximately linear for a punch displacement larger than 0.5 mm. However,
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considering either the lower fillet radius (r = R = 0.2 mm) or the broader channel (w1 = s = 1.4 mm),
the thinning rate increases gradually after 0.8 mm of punch displacement (see Figure 12). This behaviour
can indicate the occurrence of necking in the fillet radius of the flow channel, which is in agreement
with the larger thickness strain predicted in this region (see Figure 11). For this channel geometry
and considering the depth of 1.0 mm, the predicted maximum thinning is nearly 40%. Therefore,
the formability of stamped BPPs is strongly affected by both the channel/rib width and the punch/die
fillet radius.
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Figure 12. Evolution of the maximum thinning in the channel with the punch displacement for three
values of channel/rib width and three values of punch/die fillet radius (plane strain conditions).
Since the draft angle of the flow channel is dictated by the channel width w1, the dimension
w2, and the channel depth (see Figure 5a), its value decreases with the punch displacement rising.
The evolution of the draft angle with the punch displacement is presented in Figure 13, for the three
different values of channel/rib width and the three values of punch/die fillet radius. For all channel
geometries analysed, the decrease of the draft angle is approximately linear up to a channel depth of
0.5 mm However, the draft angle is always smaller for wider channel/rib and for smaller fillet radii of
the punch/die, as shown in Figures 10 and 13. In fact, considering a channel depth of 1.0 mm and r = R
= 0.3 mm, the draft angles are about 51◦ and 91◦ in the broader and narrower channel, respectively.
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Figure 13. Draft angle evolution obtained for three values of channel/rib width and three values of
punch/die fillet radius (plane strain conditions).
The punch force required for the stamping of a single channel, assuming plane strain conditions,
is presented in Figure 14, for three different values of channel/rib width and three different values of
punch/die fillet radius. Since the thinning is significantly higher in wider channels with smaller fillet radii
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(see Figure 12), the required punch force is also considerably higher. Indeed, the punch force required
for forming the wider channel is at least 40% higher than the one necessary for forming the narrowest
channel, as shown in Figure 14. Besides, the slowest increase of the punch force after 0.7 mm of punch
displacement indicates the onset of necking in the fillet radius of the flow channel (see Figure 11).
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Figure 14. Punch force evolution obtained for three values of channel/rib width and three values of
punch/die fillet radius (plane strain conditions).
The last analysis considers different values for the channel and rib widths, i.e., w1 , s, but the
summation of them is always 2.4 mm in order to keep d = 1.7 mm (see Table 2). Assuming r = R = 0.3
mm and h= 1.0 mm, the final geometry of the channel cross-section is presented in Figure 15, comparing
three different configurations. The predicted equivalent plastic strain distribution is identical in all
channel configurations, because the draft angle is the same. Indeed, the flat zone in the bottom of the
channel is reduced while the flat zone in the rib top is enlarged in the same proportion, as shown in
Figure 15. Accordingly, this leads only to a shift in the thickness distribution, preserving the maximum
thinning value during the punch force evolution.
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Figure 15. Equivalent plastic strain distribution plotted on the deformed configuration of the channel
for three different values of channel width and rib width (plane strain conditions) and h = 1.0 mm.
5. U-bend Channel Section
In addition to the straight channel section, the BPP manufactured by forming is also composed
by U-bend cha nel s ctions, as indicated in Figure 4. Indeed, th straight channel se tions are
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connected between them by U-bend channel sections, leading to different flow field configurations
(see Figure 2). Nevertheless, the modelling of the U-bend channel section requires the development of
three-dimensional (3D) finite element models. This section contains the numerical analysis of this zone
of the BPP, namely the effect of the tools geometry on the BPP deformed configuration.
5.1. Boundary Conditions
Besides the geometrical dimensions that describe the cross-section geometry of the channel, the
U-bend section requires the definition of other dimensions. Anyway, revolving the cross-section
geometry is the simplest way to create a U-bend channel section. Figure 16 presents the finite element
model of the forming tools obtained by revolving the cross-section geometry (half-model), previously
used as a reference in Section 4. The square blank (3.4 mm width) is discretized with 150 × 150 × 6
= 135,000 finite elements. Besides, symmetry conditions are applied in each of the four blank edges,
in order to take into account the effect of the neighbouring channels, as illustrated in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Finite element model adopted to simulate the stamping of the U-bend channel section
(revolved tool geometry).
Considering the dimensions of the cross-section geometry listed in Table 2, the thickness distribution
in the flow channel at y = 0 (see Figure 16) is presented in Figure 17. Figure 17 also shows the
thickness distribution for a straight channel with the same geometrical dimensions, assuming plane
strain conditions. Note that the 3D model considered has a total length of 3.4 mm, instead of the 1.7 mm
(half) used in the previous section (see Figure 9). The thickness is substantially different from the one
obtained with the finite element model previously presented in Section 4.2 (plane strain conditions).
Since the thinning is considerably higher in the U-bend channel section than in the straight section,
the channel depth (vertical displacement of the punch) is limited to 0.7 mm in this analysis. The thinning
is significantly larger in the fillet radius of the channel close to the axis of revolution (near axisymmetric
boundary conditions), as shown in Figure 17. On the other hand, the thicknesses predicted by both models
are similar in the punch fillet radii. Besides, the computational time is higher than 10 h, when assuming
3D conditions, while when considering plane strain conditions, it is less than half-minute.
In order to assess the effect of the adopted boundary conditions on the deformation behaviour,
the straight channel section is included in the revolved tool geometry. The finite element model of
the forming tools is presented in Figure 18, using 5.0 mm as the length of the straight channel section.
The blank is rectangular with dimensions 3.4 × 8.4 mm2 and discretized with 150 × 167 × 6 = 150,300
finite elements. The symmetry conditions are applied on all edges of the blank (see Figure 18), as shown
in the previous model.
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Figure 17. Thickness distribution in a single channel at y = 0 for the three different models.
The parameters are w1 = s = 1.2 mm, r = R = 0.3 mm, and h = 0.7 mm.
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Figure 18. Finite element model adopted to simulate the stamping of the U-bend channel section
(revolved tool geometry with a straight section).
Using the finite element model presented in Figure 18 (labelled revolved + straight channel) with
the dimensions listed in in Table 2, the predicted thickness distribution in the flow channel at y = 0
is presented in Figure 17. Since this numerical model is composed by the revolved tool geometry
(Figure 16) and the extruded cross-section geometry (Figure 9), the predicted thickness is in-between
the values obtained with the two previous models, as shown in Figure 17. Since the U-bend channel
section is always connected to the straight channel (see Figure 4), the blank deformation is better
predicted using this mod l, nam y in the transition between the U-bend and the straight sections
(y = 0). In fact, the maximum inning occurs always in the region of the U-bend channel [49].
5.2. Bent Geometry
Considering the numerical model shown in Figure 18, the equivalent plastic strain distribution is
presented in Figure 19a. The maximum value of equivalent plastic strain arises in the fillet radius of the
die close to the axis of revolution. On the other hand, considering the fillet radius furthest away from
the axis of revolution, the equivalent plastic strain increases from the U-bend to the straight channel
section (see Figure 19a). This tool geometry leads to a cross-section profile (trapezoidal) which remains
the same along the flow channel.
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Figure 19. Equivalent plastic strain distribution plotted on the deformed configuration of the channel: (a)
revolved tool ge metry in the U-b nd channel section; (b) rounded bend in the U-bend channel section.
Since the lowest values of equivalent plastic strain (almost zero) are located in the exterior rib of
the U-bend c annel ection (Figure 19 ), the tool geometry (punch and die) was modified according to
Figure 20. The revolved radius in the exterior rib of the die is 1.2 mm, while the revolution radius of
the interior rib is kept identical (0.6 mm). The cross-sec ion profile of the punch g ometry s constant,
while the clearance between the punch and die, measured along the diagonal dire tion, is qually
distributed on both sides (se Figur 20). Thus, the U-b nd channel section is compose of straight
s ctions of the punch and die.
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Considering the tool geometry presented in Figure 20, the equivalent plastic strain distribution
plotted th deformed configuration of th stamped channel is illustra ed in Figure 19b. The area
with larger values f equivalent plastic strain is reduced in comparison with the on obtained with
the model gi en in Figure 18. Therefore, he formability of the st mped BPP is improved using t e
rounded bend tool geometry (Figure 20). Nevertheless, the cross-section profile of the flow channel is
not constant along th entire U-bend section. The draft angle i larger i the diagonal direction (s e
F gure 19b), which results from the large clearance betwee the punch a d the die i this zone of the
channel, as highl ght d in Figure 20b.
Th final thickness distribution at x = 0 is presented in Figure 21, comparing the finite element
models presented in Figures 18 and 20. According to the axis system indicated in Figure 20, the negative
values of y-coordinate correspond to the straight channel section. The minimum value of thickness
occurs in the symmetry plane (x = 0) of the U-bend channel section (compare Figures 17 and 21),
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specifically in the fillet radius of the die. However, the maximum thinning predicted with the tool
geometry defined in Figure 20 (rounded bend) is lower than the one obtained using the model present
in Figure 18. Besides, the tool geometry with rounded bend provides a flow channel with more uniform
thickness, i.e., the final thickness ranges between 0.143 mm and 0.101 mm in this section, as shown in
Figure 21. This improves the contact pressure distribution in the assembly due to the low dimensional
error in terms of channel height of the metallic BPP [52].
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Figure 21. Thickness distribution in a single channel at x = 0, for the two different models.
The parameters are w1 = s = 1.2 mm, r = R = 0.3 mm, and h = 0.7 mm.
5.3. Effect of Tool Dimensions
The rib width adjacent to the axis of revolution dictates the maximum value for the revolution
radius of the cross-section geometry (see die in Figure 20b). Taking into account the results obtained
assuming plane strain conditions (see Figures 11 and 12), the thinning decreases with the reduction of
the channel/rib width. Therefore, a new model was analysed, for which the rib width is increased to
s = 1.4 mm in comparison with the tool geometry illustrated in Figure 20, while the other dimensions
are kept constant (see in Table 2). In another model, the fillet radius R of the die is increased to
R = 0.4 mm because, according to the straight channel results, the thinning decreases by increasing of
the punch/die fillet radii (see Figures 11 and 12). Finally, a model was built that takes into account both
the rib width and the fillet radius of the die, which are increased to 1.6 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively.
The predicted thickness distribution in the stamped flow channel at x = 0 is presented in Figure 22,
comparing the three die geometries previously described. The punch dimensions considered in the
simulation are w1 = 1.2 mm and r = 0.3 mm, and the channel depth is h = 0.7 mm. Considering the
U-bend channel section, the minimum value of thickness arises always in the fillet radius of the die
closest to the axis of revolution, as shown in Figure 22. Indeed, the change of the die geometry, namely
the rib width and the fillet radius, affects predominantly the thinning in this zone of the channel.
The increase of both parameters leads to a reduction of the thinning. Considering the largest values for
the rib width and fillet radius (s = 1.6 mm and R = 0.5 mm), the minimum thickness is about 0.11 mm,
i.e., the maximum thinning is approximately 27% for h = 0.7 mm.
The equivalent plastic strain distribution is presented in Figure 23, comparing the three die
geometries adopted in the finite element simulation. Although the distribution seems similar for all
conditions, the maximum value of equivalent plastic strain is reduced from about 0.53 to approximately
0.43, which occurs always in the elliptic surface of the U-bend channel section (see Figure 23). Therefore,
the increase of both the rib width and the fillet radius leads to a significant reduction of the equivalent
plastic strain in this zone of the channel. Despite the modification of the die geometry, the flow channel
cross-section areas are identical for all conditions. The obtained draft angle is approximately 95◦ in the
trapezoidal shape of the channel cross-section.
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for different die di ensio s: (a) s = 1.4 m and R = 0.3 mm; (b) s = 1.4 mm and R = 0.4 mm;
(c) s = 1.6 mm and R = 0.5 mm. The oth r parameters are w1 = 1.2 mm, r = 0.3 mm, and h = 0.7 mm.
The draft angle decreases e t i th increases (Figure 13), due to th reduction
of the gap between the punch and the die (see Figure 9b). The results obtained assumi g plane
strai condit ons indicate that the channel width and the punch fillet radius have opposi e effects
on the thinning (see Figure 11). Thus, both the channel width and the fillet radius of the punch
are i creased. Considering the pu ch dimensions of w1 = 1.4 mm and r = 0.4 mm, he equivalent
plastic strai distribution plotted on the defo med configuration of the channel is presented in
Figure 24. The maximum lue of equivalent plastic strain arises on the upper surface of t e flow
channel, specifically in the fillet radius of the di closest to the axis of rev lutio . On the ot er hand,
the maximum value of equivalent plastic strai on the lower surface of the flow channel is located in
the punch fillet radii (straight section), as shown in Figure 24b. In fact, re ar ing t str i t l
section, the largest values of equivalent plastic strain occur always in the fillet radii, namely in the die
fillet (upper surface) and in the punch fillet (lower surface).
The minor–major strain plot is presented in Figure 25, comparing the predictions obtained for
the upper and lower surface of the flow channel. The strain paths of the points located on the upper
surface are different from the one predicted for the lower surface of the channel, which is in accordance
with the equivalent plastic strain gradient through the thickness (Figure 24). The deformation mode
conditions in the BPP are predominantly between plane strain and equi-biaxial stretching, as shown in
Figure 25. Nevertheless, the upper surface of the flow channel presents several points with nearly
equi-biaxial stretching (large strain), which corresponds to the fillet radius of the die closest to the axis
of revolution (see Figure 24a). On the other hand, the lower surface of the flow channel is mainly under
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plane strain conditions. Indeed, the largest value of major strain arises in that surface (see Figure 25),
namely in the straight channel section.Metals 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 22 
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Figure 25. Minor–major strain plots for both surfaces of the channel (upper and lower) considering
w1 = 1.4 mm, s = 1.6 mm, r = 0.4 mm, R = 0.5 mm, and h = 0.7 mm.
The predicted thickness distribution is presented in Figure 26 for three different cross-sections of
the stamped flow channel. The minimum value of thickness occurs in the fillet radius of the die (closest
to the axis of revolution), specifically in the cross-section at x = 0. On the other hand, the predicted
thickness distribution in the cross-section at y = −5 mm is identical to the one obtained considering
plane strain conditions (straight channel section). Therefore, the formability analysis of this stamping
process requires the study of the U-bend channel section, where the thinning is larger, as highlighted
in Figure 26. Indeed, the maximum thinning (arising in the U-bend channel section) decreases by
increasing the rib width, whereas assuming plane strain conditions (straight channel section) the
increase of the rib width leads to increase of t e thinning (s e Figure 12).
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6. Conclusions
This study presents the finite element analysis of the stamping process used in the manufacturing
of metallic BPPs for PEM fuel cells. The effects of the geometrical dimensions of the forming tools on
the formability and final thickness were discussed considering the stainless steel SS304 with a thickness
of 0.15 mm. In order to reduce the computational cost of the simulation, only two representative zones
of the BPP were studied, namely the straight and the U-bend channel sections.
Considering the finite element model composed by several parallel flow channels, the predicted
geometry of each stamped channel varies according to its relative position, which results from the
border effect. Both the height and the cross-section of the flow channel closest to the free edge are
substantially different from the one adjacent to the symmetry condition. Nevertheless, the geometry
of most flow channels was accurately predicted by the numerical model that considers half-channel
width under plane strain conditions. Regarding the influence of the tools (punch and die) geometry
on the formability, the amount of thinning decreases with the reduction of the channel/rib width and
increase of the punch/die fillet radii. On the other hand, the predicted thinning increases as the channel
depth increases.
The deformation mode changes gradually from plane strain in the straight channel section to
biaxial strain in the U-bend section. Therefore, the accurate analysis of this zone requires the inclusion
of a portion of the straight channel section in addition to the revolved cross-section geometry. In fact,
the thinning is considerably overestimated when the model comprises only the revolved cross-section
geometry. The maximum value of thinning occurs always in the U-bend channel section, namely in
the fillet radius of the die closest to the axis of revolution. This zone presents the highest value of
equivalent plastic strain, which increases by reducing both the rib width and the fillet radius.
The validation of the presented numerical model with experimental results will allow improving
the reliability of the numerical results. The conclusions obtained from the numerical results should be
attested using an experimental design of experiences.
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